
 

 

 

 

An Introduction to PPD 

The Project on Prosperity and Development (PPD), the 
newest program at the Center for Strategic and 
International Studies (CSIS), will link the central role of 
the private sector, private actors, and emerging actors in 
development with the U.S. government. 
Trade and free enterprise are the engines of prosperity and 
development. Governments play an essential role in 
providing public good provisions that underpin freedom 
and prosperity. The majority of products and services, 
however, will be and are delivered by an increasing 
number of nonstate actors. 
PPD will serve as a platform to leverage the expertise at 
CSIS and its broader network. It will develop approaches, 
solutions, and strategies that merge traditional 
development theory and practice with the nontraditional 
approaches of private actors, and it will influence the 
development debate and donor resource allocation through 
dialogue, working groups, analysis, and policy support. 
The project will engage U.S. civil and military officials, 
the private sector, civil society, philanthropic actors, 
academics, faith-based groups, diasporas, research 
institutions, multilateral organizations, and media. 
Supporting the “3Ds” of defense, diplomacy, and 
development, PPD will work to improve development 
outcomes. 
In addition to influencing private actors, PPD will shape 
the debate on both sides of the aisle and offer Congress 
and the executive branch actionable steps. PPD will 
provide recommendations to ensure that the United States 
possesses the tools necessary to remain the preeminent 
player in global development in the twenty-first century 
and, by extension, is better positioned to achieve its 
foreign policy and national security goals. 

Areas of Initial Focus 

PPD seeks to influence private actors in the international 
community and shape executive and legislative policy on 
development. PPD currently works on three priority areas: 
1. Private enterprise and entrepreneurship in developing 

countries 

 
 
 New directions in development finance 
 Foreign aid and private enterprise in conflict and 

humanitarian disaster affected environments 
 Trade and trade capacity building in the 

development context 
 Social enterprise and the evolving role of the 

social sector in development 
 Information and communication technologies 

(ICT) and development 
2. Strengthening the role of nonstate actors in 

development—philanthropy, diasporas, nonprofits, the 
private sector, and the faith community 
 Next generation of development alliances and 

alliances with philanthropic groups, business, and 
private and public actors 

3. Middle-income countries and emerging donors as 
development actors and investors 
 South-South development and trade cooperation 
 Challenges for the United States and other 

“traditional donors” 

About our Director 

Daniel Runde joined CSIS as director of the Project on 
Prosperity and Development and Schreyer Chair in Global 
Analysis in November 2010. His experience spans senior 
positions across the World Bank Group, U.S. Agency for 
International Development (USAID), and private and 
nonprofit sectors. 
“CSIS is proud that Dan has joined CSIS to lead the 
Center’s study of private-sector-led development at this 
critical time,” said CSIS president and CEO. John J. 
Hamre. “The United States faces challenges to its 
leadership role from rapidly worsening budget constraints. 
Dan’s expertise in international development, international 
business, and organizational change will be invaluable in 
helping the Center take on these vital issues. To meet this 
nation’s challenges, we need to apply all of our national 
assets, from the private sector to the philanthropic sector, 
the faith community, and government.” 
Prior to joining CSIS, Mr. Runde spent three years as the 
head of philanthropy relations at the International Finance 
Corporation (IFC), the private-sector arm of the World 
Bank Group, where he successfully positioned IFC as a 
partner of choice for private and corporate philanthropy. 
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While at IFC, he cultivated long-term relationships with 
senior government officials, corporate executives, and 
philanthropic leaders from around the world. 
From 2005 to 2007, Mr. Runde served as director of the 
Office of Global Development Alliances (GDA) at 
USAID, where he managed an approximately $15-million 
annual budget for international partnership activities. He 
led the GDA partnership initiative by providing training, 
networks, staff, funds, and advice to establish and 
strengthen alliances around the world. His efforts 
leveraged $4.8 billion through 100 direct alliances and 
300 others through training and technical assistance. 
He was also a finalist in 2005 for the Innovations in 
American Government Award, presented by the Ash 
Institute at Harvard University’s Kennedy School of 
Government. The GDA initiative was also awarded the 
Harvard University Collaborative Governance Award that 
same year. Additionally, he received both the Meritorious 
Honor Award in 2004 and the Superior Honor Award in 
2003 from USAID. 
Prior to his experience at USAID, Mr. Runde was 
assistant vice president of Citibank in Buenos Aires and a 
consultant for BankBoston in Argentina, where he built 
public-private partnerships to improve public schools. He 
began his career as a financial analyst with Alex Brown & 
Sons, Inc., in Baltimore, Maryland. 
Mr. Runde has also dedicated a considerable amount of 
his time to a variety of international organizations and 
nonprofit entities, including serving on the Advisory 
Board of the UN Development Programme’s Growing 
Inclusive Markets Initiative and on the Conference 
Planning Committee for the Global Philanthropy Forum in 
San Francisco. Currently, he serves on the Board of 
Directors of the Society for International Development 
(SID) and will chair the SID World Congress to be held in 
July 2011 in Washington, D.C. 
Well known in the development community, Mr. Runde 
was named in September 2010 as one of the “40 Under 
40” leaders in international development by the Devex 
Group. He has written and spoken extensively on public-
private partnership issues at global conferences and 
symposia. 
Mr. Runde has a master’s degree from the Kennedy 
School of Government at Harvard University, studied at 
the Universidad de Granada in Spain, and graduated in 
1994 from Dartmouth College with an A.B. cum laude in 
government. 

Recent Events 

Entrepreneurship in Challenging Times: 
Implementing Expeditionary Economics 

Fostering economic growth through entrepreneurship and 
private-sector development must be an integral part of the 
United States’ post-conflict and post-disaster strategy. 
To mark 2010’s Global Entrepreneurship Week, CSIS, in 
partnership with the Kauffman Foundation, hosted a 
conference on improving approaches to entrepreneurship 
and private-sector development in regions affected by 
conflict and natural disaster. The conference highlighted 
ways in which the U.S. government, development 
organizations, and the private sector are addressing the 
issue of fostering economic growth. 
About 200 people attended representing a range of 
communities from the military to the private sector. 
Panelists and keynote speakers represented a cross-section 
of the development field from the government to the 
private sector, including: 

Anne-Marie Slaughter, Director of Policy Planning at 
the Department of State (pictured above) 
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Henrietta H. Fore, CSIS Trustee and Chairman and CEO 
of Holsman International (pictured above) 
 
Robert E. Litan, Vice President for Research and Policy 
at the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation  
Robert A. Mosbacher Jr., Chairman of Mosbacher 
Energy Company and Former President and CEO of 
Overseas Private Investment Corporation 
Mark S. Ward, Acting Director of the Office of U.S. 
Foreign Disaster Assistance at USAID 
Elissa Golberg, Director General, Foreign Affairs and 
International Trade Canada Stabilization and 
Reconstruction Task Force 
Michael Fairbanks, Founder and Chairman Emeritus of 
the OTF Group; Cofounder of SEVEN 
Michael Levett, Senior Director and Vice Chair of the 
Board of Directors, CDC Development Solutions 
Connie Duckworth, Founder and CEO, ARZU, Inc. 
Mildred O. Callear, Executive Vice President and Board 
Member of Small Enterprise Assistance Funds 
Mamadou Beye, Manager of International Government 
Affairs for Chevron 
For audio and visual recordings of the conference, please 
visit http://csis.org/event/entrepreneurship-challenging-
times. 

A Snapshot: Challenges and Hope for Private-
sector Development in Afghanistan 

Moderated by Robert D. Lamb of the CSIS Post-Conflict 
Reconstruction Project, PPD hosted an off-the-record 
conversation with Jake Cusack and Erik Malmstrom about 

their travels in Kabul, Herat, Balkh, Nagarhar, and 
Kandahar Provinces of Afghanistan in the summer of 
2010. 
While in Afghanistan, they conducted field research on 
business development and have since finalized their 
findings in a report entitled, “Afghanistan’s Willing 
Entrepreneurs; Supporting Private-Sector Growth in the 
Afghan Economy” for the Center for New American 
Security, which was published in November. Some critics 
have challenged the international community’s approach 
to economic development in Afghanistan, while others 
question whether an entrepreneurial economy can take 
root in an unstable country like Afghanistan. 
In light of this debate, the authors of this report examined 
why businesses succeed or fail in Afghanistan. They 
conducted over 130 structured interviews with businesses 
and economic stakeholders spanning all regions of the 
country in a study designed to complement World Bank 
and Center for International Private Enterprise business 
surveys with qualitative field work. The central goal was 
to understand the narratives, challenges, and opportunities 
of Afghan entrepreneurs and firms in order to inform a 
more effective strategy to empower them. 
The study’s primary findings were: 
 Afghan businesses are responding rationally to 

economic incentives, surviving, and occasionally 
thriving within a highly distorted economic 
environment; 

 Uncertainty, not physical insecurity, is the 
fundamental obstacle for businesses; 

 Many businesses feel more threatened by the 
Afghan government than they do by insurgents; 
and 

 International actors are responsible for some of 
the most harmful distortions in the business 
environment. 

A strategy focused more on economic growth through 
business formation and expansion can redress these 
problems with several key reforms: 
 Infusing private-sector talent, Afghan and foreign, 

into the business development effort; 
 Increasing and combining capital/business 

advisory mechanisms; 
 Incentivizing accountability and implementation 

in all private-sector initiatives; 
 Protecting Afghan producers while strengthening 

trade linkages; and 
 Expanding a traditional focus on agriculture and 

mining to entrepreneurs in the light manufacturing 
and service sectors. 
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About 50 people attended representing the military, 
nonprofit organizations, and both private- and public-
sector communities. 
For an audio recording of the discussion, please see 
http://csis.org/event/snapshot-challenges-and-hope-
private-sector-development-afghanistan. 

Afghanistan Transition: 2014 and Beyond 

Moderated by Stephanie Sanok, senior fellow at CSIS, this 
event was an off-the-record discussion with Tony Wayne, 
who was appointed deputy ambassador to Afghanistan in 
May 2010. The previous year, he held the position of 
coordinating director for development and economic 
affairs, in which he oversaw all U.S. government 
nonmilitary assistance to the Afghan nation. As deputy 
ambassador, he supervises all embassy sections, programs, 
agencies, and offices in the field under the leadership of 
Ambassador Karl Eikenberry. 
Wayne discussed the U.S. mission in Afghanistan in the 
context of fulfilling Afghan desires to exercise more 
sovereignty. At the recent NATO Summit in Lisbon, 
Afghan desires to demonstrate increased sovereignty, 
beginning with the transition of security responsibilities to 
the Afghan government, topped the agenda. At that 
summit, the United States, international allies, and 
Afghanistan aligned an approach on the way forward in 
Afghanistan, particularly on a transition to full Afghan 
lead that will begin in early 2011 and will conclude in 
2014. One of the conclusions from the Lisbon gathering 
and much of the U.S.-led work over the past year is that 
we must increasingly look through the lens of Afghan 
responsibility and self-governance, as we work to achieve 
our goals. 
About 30 people attended from various governmental 
organizations and the academic community. 

Book Launch: The Ultimate Weapon Is No 
Weapon 

Twentieth-century security involved defined conflicts and 
antagonists. The problems facing the world now are no 
longer state based, and the goals no longer so obvious. 
Written by Lieutenant Colonel Shannon D. Beebe, senior 
Africa analyst in the office deputy chief of staff of the 
U.S. Army, and Professor Mary Kaldor, director of the 
Centre for the Study of Global Governance at the London 
School of Economics and Political Science, The Ultimate 
Weapon Is No Weapon (PublicAffairs, 2010) contends that 
the use of force alone is no longer effective in making the 
world safer. 
Introduced by Robert Lamb of the CSIS Post-Conflict 
Reconstruction Project and moderated by Ashley Chandler 

of PPD, about 30 people attended the event, representing 
the academic community and private and public sectors. 
For further information, please see http://csis.org/ 
event/ultimate-weapon-no-weapon-human-security-and-
new-rules-war-and-peace. 

On the Horizon 

Breakfast with Steve Koltai, Senior Adviser for 
Global Entrepreneurship, U.S. State Department 

Steven R. Koltai, senior adviser for global 
entrepreneurship, is responsible for designing and 
implementing the Global Entrepreneurship Program 
(GEP) at the State Department. Located in the Office of 
Commercial and Business Affairs, the GEP is part of the 
administration’s overall emphasis on entrepreneurship and 
innovation. 
Entrepreneurial economies give birth to new businesses 
that start small but some of which succeed in rapidly 
growing in scale. These scalable ventures create jobs, 
economic growth, and a sense of economic optimism. 
GEP seeks to promote the expansion of entrepreneurial 
ecosystems in middle- to upper-income countries and 
further strives to link these ecosystems. 
Koltai will be at CSIS on January 19, from 8:30 a.m. to 
10:00 a.m. 

In The Headlines 

On November 19, 2010, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton 
released the Quadrennial Diplomacy and Development 
Review (QDDR). Its goal is to strengthen and elevate 
diplomacy and development cooperation as key pillars of 
U.S. foreign policy. According to the State Department, 
the QDDR provides a blueprint for elevating American 
“civilian power” to better advance our national interests 
and to be a better partner to the U.S. military. 

PPD Reaction 

CSIS asked Dan Runde to draft an article in reaction to the 
QDDR. The article below can also be found at 
http://csis.org/program/pivot-points-quadrennial-
diplomacy-and-development-review-qddr. 
The authors of the Quadrennial Diplomacy and 
Development Review make a strong case for conducting 
twenty-first-century statecraft, which Secretary of State 
Hillary Clinton defines as “seeking to connect the private 
and civic sectors with America’s foreign policy work by 
bringing new resources and partners to the table.” Clinton 
deserves kudos for elevating partnerships by naming a 
special representative for global partnerships and an office 
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directly reporting to her on global partnerships. 
Partnerships are referenced in the QDDR more than 100 
times in the full report. This emphasis on partnerships 
reflects three realities. 
First, development and diplomacy operate in an 
environment totally different than they did in the Cold 
War—40 years ago 70 percent of U.S. economic 
engagement with developing countries was foreign aid 
dollars and 30 percent was some form of private 
investment, private charitable giving, or remittances sent 
home. Today those numbers have flipped. 
Second, the QDDR’s emphasis on partnerships builds on 
the legacy of almost 10 years of development partnerships 
at USAID through the Global Development Alliance 
launched by Colin Powell, then secretary of state, and 
championed by Andrew Natsios, then USAID 
administrator. 
Third, discussions of partnership reflect shifting national 
security thinking as demonstrated in the 2010 National 
Security Strategy where the word “partnership” is used 44 
times, up from 16 times in the 2006 edition in the Bush 
administration and up from 7 times in the 2002 version. 
The challenge for the State Department and USAID is 
further embedding working with private actors into 
program design, resource planning processes, some 
centrally managed discretionary funds for opportunities 
that walk in the door, and other incentives to build 
partnerships for State Department and USAID 
professionals—issues not adequately addressed in the 
QDDR. If managed correctly, the State Department and 
USAID will be able to bring about a deeper, more 
strategic set of partnerships in the coming years. It is 
noteworthy that the discussion of partnerships is centered 
mainly at the State Department and much less so in the 
discussion on USAID. One challenge is getting beyond 
the temptation of one-off partnerships that might be put 
together as a “deliverable” for a summit and instead seek 
the larger-scale opportunities that partnerships with 
USAID, the Global Health Initiative (currently at the State 
Department), and the Millennium Challenge Corporation 
(MCC) can and could offer. The QDDR hardly references 
the MCC or the other development agencies, something 
perhaps for the next QDDR to address. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Schreyer Chair, established in 1996, examines the 
relationship of international trade and investment to 
economic growth, innovation, sustainable development, 
and political autonomy in the United States and 
throughout the world. 
The Center for Strategic and International Studies 
(CSIS) is a private, tax-exempt institution focusing on 
international public policy issues. Its research is 
nonpartisan and nonproprietary. CSIS does not take 
specific policy positions. Accordingly, all views, 
positions, and conclusions expressed in this publication 
should be understood to be solely those of the 
author(s). 
© 2011 by the Center for Strategic and International 
Studies. All rights reserved. 
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